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Let A be a K-algebra over a commutative ring K. Harada [5] has
introduced the notion of weak dimension of algebras A (denoted by
w. dim A) analogous to the dimension of algebras in Cartan and Eilenberg
[3].

In case A is semiprimary algebra over a field K with radical N such
that (A/N : K) < oo then dim A = w. dim A.

We prove here some results for w. dim A, analogous to the results
proved in Eilenberg [4] for dim A.

Throughout this note, unless stated otherwise, we shall assume that
K is a commutative ring, A is a K-algebra which is K-flat and F is a regular
K-algebra. We first notice that

(1) Hn(A>B®rC)^Tor£®r'(C,B)

for (ABr, rCA).
This follows from [5, (*) of § 1] on replacing (A, F, E) by {A, A*, F).
Imposing further conditions on K, A, F we deduce, rather easily,

from (1) a few results some of which we use for the proofs of our main results
viz. Theorems 1 and 2.

COROLLARY 1. If A is a K-algebra with K regular then

w. gl. dim A ^ w. dim A.

COROLLARY 2. If A is K-flat and regular then

w. gl. dim A = w. dim A.

From Corollaries 1 and 2 one obtains Theorem 1 of [5] as
COROLLARY 3. Let i be a K-algebra and K be regular. Then

w. dim A = 0 if and only if Ae is regular.

COROLLARY 4. If A is K-flat and F is regular then

1. w. dim^g, r,F sS w. gl. dim A 0 F* 5g w. dim A.

COROLLARY 5. Let A be K-flat and F = All, where / is a two sided
ideal of A, be regular. Then

Hn(A,C) ^ Tor£®r'(C,F).
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PROOF. Replace B by Tin (1).
We state (without proof) the following

LEMMA 1. [1, Lemma 6]. Let A be an arbitrary ring, / a nilpotent right
ideal in A and T a (covariant or contra variant) half-exact functor defined
for all right yl-modules. If T{A) — 0 for each right /1-module A such that
AI = 0 then T = 0.

Now we give sufficient conditions under which the inequalities in
Corollary 4 become equalities.

THEOREM 1. Let A be K-ilat and F = Ajl be regular where 7 is a two
sided nilpotent ideal in A. Then

1. w. dim^g, r,F = w. gl. dim A (g) F* = w. dim A.

PROOF. Assume that l.w. dimAlsr,r = n. By Corollary 5, we have
Hn+1(A, C) = 0 for all right A (g> /""-modules C. Now the exact sequence

A®I*^A®A*\A®F*^O

and / nilpotent imply that kernel 9? is nilpotent. Hence, by Lemma 1,
we have Hn+1(A, C) = 0 for all A <g> yl*-modules C, i.e. w. dim A ^ n.
Hence the theorem follows.

COROLLARY 6. Let A be a semiprimary algebra over a field K and
(yl/iV : K) < 00 where iV is the radical of A. Then

dim A = \. gl. dim A ® F* = 1.

where T =

REMARK. Theorem 1 of [4] is a particular case of this Corollary.
We now make three further assumptions (i) K regular (ii) F £g) F*

regular and (iii) .Tif-projective.
With these assumptions we prove

THEOREM 2. Let A be a if-algebra and F = Ajl, where I is a two sided
nilpotent ideal in A, be if-projective. If K and F (g) F* are regular then
w. dim A = 1. w. dim^ F = n where n is the smallest integer such that
1or^+x{F, F) = 0. If no such integer exists, then we take n = 00.

For the proof of this theorem we need the following

LEMMA 2. Let A be a if-algebra and 71 = / I / / be a i£-projective algebra.
If F (g> T* is regular then

Tor^r'(C,A) s C
for (AAr, rCr).

PROOF. Consider the natural isomorphism

r*A = C
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Let X be a A ® .T*-projective resolution of A. Since /"is if-projective,
it follows that X is a /1-projective resolution of A. Since /" ® J1* is regular,
<g)r®r» is an exact functor and therefore replacing A by X and passing to
homology, we get

T o r ^ / ' t C , 4 ) s C <g>r8r. T o r ^ r , A).

COROLLARY 8. Let A and F be as in Lemma 2. If further /I is Z£-flat
and F is regular then Hn+1(A, C) =; C ® r ( 8 r . Tor^+1(r, T).

PROOF. Take 4̂ = F in Lemma 2.

PROOF OF THE THEOREM 2. We know that n fg 1. w. dim^ 71. Since X is
regular, by Corollary 1, we have 1. w. 6imAF ^ w. dim F. By Corollary 3,
K and F (g> F* are regular give w. dim F = 0 and therefore by Corollary 2,
F is regular. Thus by Corollary 8, we have Hn+1(A, C) = 0 for all two sided
.T-modules C. The exact sequence

i ® A*+A ®i*^A®A*-^r<g>r*->o

and / nilpotent imply that kernel of q> is nilpotent. Then by Lemma 1,
we have Hn+1(A, C) = 0 for all two sided ^1-modules C, i.e. w. dim A 5S ».
Hence the result.

COROLLARY 9. Let A be a semiprimary algebra over a field K. Let
F = AjN be of finite degree over 2£ and F ® F* be semisimple. Then

dim A = 1. d im^r = gl. dim /I.

REMARK. Theorem 2 of [4] is a particular case of this Corollary.
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